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GENERAL COMMENTS

Proposed Regulation Section 1.6091-2(c) states:
"Whenever instructions applicable to income tax returns provide
that the returns be filed with a service center, the returns

must be so filed in accordance with the instructions."
tion

Regula

Section 1.6o81-1(b)(1) provides that an application for

extension of time shall be made to the Internal Revenue officer

with whom such return is required to be filed.

Proposed

Regulation Section 1.6081-1 (a) authorizes directors of service

centers to grant reasonable extensions of time for filing

returns, etc.
It appears that the effect of the proposed regulations

when taken in conjunction with Regulation Section 1.6o81-l(b)(1),

will be to require that all requests for extensions of time
for filing individual income tax returns be sent to Internal Revenue
Service service centers.

The same would be true where extensions

of time for filing are requested under the proposed regulations
for:

declaration of estimated tax by

individuals

(Proposed

Regulations Section 1.6073-4(a)), declaration of estimated tax

by corporations (Proposed Regulation 1.6074-3(a)), payments of

estimated taxes by individuals and by corporations (Proposed

Regulation Sections 1.6153-4 and 1.6154-3 respectively), and the
filing of certain other returns and documents (Proposed Regulation

Section 31.6081(a)(2) and (3)).
We believe that the adoption of such a procedure will

create much hardship for taxpayers and tax practitioners.

The

physical distance between taxpayers, practitioners and service

centers will completely disrupt a procedural process which
necessitates easy access to Internal Revenue personnel.

The current difficulty in communicating with appropriate
personnel at service centers will be compounded by the addition
of these new administrative duties.

Where differences of opinion

or technical formalities regarding extension requests had been

resolved by personal contact at the district level, such contact
will now be available only at high cost to the taxpayer who must
telephone or travel long distances to a service center.

The

result will be the prevalance of an impersonal attitude on a

personal matter to the detriment of the taxpayer.

Moreover, the problems caused by the immense volume of
mail now being received at service centers will be compounded

by the additional burden of processing extension requests which are

in need of rapid and fair consideration.
These problems appear to require at least pending
further deliberations, a retention of the procedure of handling

extension requests at district offices.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

If it is deemed advisable that extension requests must
be submitted to service centers, we feel strongly that the

following recommendations should be adopted to make such a pro
cedure more workable and less costly:

1.

Universal internal guidelines should be established

by the Internal Revenue Service setting forth acceptable and

unacceptable reasons for granting or refusing extension requests.

Specific standards and illustrative cases for use by service
center personnel will assist immeasurably in the fair and equitable
application of the Service's extensions policy.

2.

Past experience has shown that in most cases where

an initial denial was given an extension request, subsequent

personal communication with district office personnel resolved the

matter to everyone's satisfaction.

The propriety or impropriety

of the initial denial was reviewed and where appropriate., additional
information was supplied to cure the original defect which in many
instances was not substantive.

This is substantiated by two

surveys conducted by our organization covering a three year
period, the results of which have been made available to the Service.
The proposed regulations should be amended to provide

for a review procedure at the District Director's level, where
the service center has denied

a request.

This will restore the

personal element so vital to this aspect of tax administration,

speed the process and make it less costly and burdensome to
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Appropriate procedures should be adopted to effect

taxpayers.

this recommendation.
3.

Because of the great distance between many taxpayers

and service centers, it is recommended that a period of 20 days
time rather than the present 10 days time be granted taxpayers

for filing income tax returns after an extension request has been
denied.

This will provide adequate time for necessary review

procedures and also allow for normal delay in mail delivery.

4.

In instances where an automatic extension for

filing a corporation income tax return is terminated by a notice

of termination, the notice should be mailed 20 days prior to
termination.

This will allow sufficient time for possible taxpayer

appeal, and also for mail delivery.

